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Address Somec Sharaf Middle East LLC 
Jebel Ali Industrial Area 1 
PO Box 121062 Dubai,

Country United Arab Emirates UAE

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
GRIP 260-SILIGLASSL This system arranged and developed by SOMEC, is based on the structural gluing technique of the the panels, for the
construction of tradional transom and mullion curtain walls, with interchangeable cells and frame-panel silicone retaining system. The structural sealing
is completely controlled from within the Company, under a constant manufacturing process quality control. An automated and mechanical controlled
system us used, which besides limiting process time, reduces the number of production steps and consequently lowers the risk of faults and defects
that could arise in case of multiple cycles. After contemporary entry of glass, frame and sealant material, the industrial process issues forth the final
product which is chaaracterized by maximum technological quality and high aesthetic value. The SILIGLASS system gives to the curtain wall an
aesthetic effect of high elegance and formal cleanliness, without any metal profiles or grid elements visible from the outer side. The profiles can be
either cold section or thermally insulated (thermal break). All sahess (glazed and spandrel) are hung with the possibility of being openable according to
customer or design requests.
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